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Dany Bahar (Brookings) and Sandra Rozo (Marshall School of Business of USC)

11 SEP
PhD Defence: Lucas Guichard
News

04 SEP

PhD Defence: Pegdewendé Nestor Sawadogo
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Job Opening: Postdoctoral position in Development Economics

One-year position in Development Economics

28 JUL

Call for project proposals

The Partnership for Economic Policy (PEP) has launched a new call for project proposals on the theme of Climate change in Sub-Saharan Africa: The impacts and responses for women and girls.
Citizens’ Attitudes Under the COVID-19 Pandemic: comparative study

Ongoing research project

PhD seminar

Jean Calvin Abela

PhD seminar

Ibrahim Nana
Can fiscal rules improve financial market access for developing countries?

Pegdéwendé Nestor Sawadogo


Rational inattention and migration decisions

Jesus Fernandez-Huertas Moraga, Simone Bertoli, Lucas Guichard


De l'évaluation du coût à la rationalisation des dépenses fiscales dans les pays en développement

Emilie Caldeira, Anne-Marie Geourjon
Reputation and the “need for enemies”

Maxime Menuet, Patrick Villieu

*Economic Theory*, Springer Verlag, In press, 10.1007/s00199-020-01289-7